SOUTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

CITY TRANSIT DIVISION

TARIFF NO. 112
SUPPLEMENT NO. 18

RATES OF FARES FOR SEPTA PASSENGERS
CONNECTING WITH SERVICE OF
THE PORT AUTHORITY TRANSIT CORPORATION

ISSUED: April 24, 2020
AMENDED: 

APPROVED: 
EFFECTIVE: July 1, 2020*

ISSUED BY:

Leslie S. Richards
General Manager
1234 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107

*SEPTA, may from time to time, delay the implementation of any Board Approved Tariff change beyond the "EFFECTIVE DATE".
CHANGES MADE BY THIS TARIFF

1) In conjunction with the Interline Transfer Agreement between SEPTA and PATCO regarding passenger transfers between the PATCO Lindenwold-Philadelphia Line and SEPTA Transit Services, the following changes were implemented:

   o The discounted round-trip fare originating on PATCO was eliminated.
   o The discounted return-trip fare originating on SEPTA was eliminated.
   o The PATCO Freedom Share Card is accepted on SEPTA at a rate equal to the SEPTA Key Card Travel Wallet Base Fare (TWO DOLLARS AND FIFTY CENTS ($2.50)) per transit trip, regardless of whether the trip is a base ride or a transfer ride.
   o Freedom Share Card holders must notify PATCO in advance of intention to use their card on SEPTA to be eligible, and must maintain a minimum card balance of $5.00.
An interline transfer agreement by and between SEPTA and PATCO regarding passenger transfers between the PATCO Lindenwold-Philadelphia Line and SEPTA Transit Service applies for travel.

**PORT AUTHORITY TRANSIT CORPORATION/ TRANSIT DIVISION JOINT FARE**

**PATCO FREEDOM SHARE CARD USE ON SEPTA TRANSIT**

1) The PATCO Freedom Share Card will be accepted on SEPTA at the rate (of) equal to the SEPTA Key Card Travel Wallet Base Fare as specified in Tariff 1, Table 1, per transit trip, regardless of whether the trip is a base ride or a transfer ride.

2) Freedom Share Card holders must notify PATCO in advance of intention to use their card on SEPTA to be eligible.

3) Freedom Share Cardholders must maintain a minimum card balance of $5.00 before using card on SEPTA.

4) Freedom Share Cards will not be accepted on SEPTA Regional Rail service.